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Q1. Add the Following- 

a.   876    b.  1024  c.  2500

  +  567     +  967      + 819

 

Q.2 Subtract- 

a.  900  b. 1250  c. 8005

    -676     -1204       -

 

Q.3 Will you get an Even number or Odd number

a. An even number with an even number _________

b. An even number with an odd number________

c. An odd number with an odd number_________

 

Q.4. Solve- 

a. 100 more than 3042 is________ 

b. 90 less than the smallest 3 digit number is ________

c. 350 more than the largest 4 digit number is ________

 

Q.5. Fill in the Blanks- 

a. 45 + ____ = 57  c. 80+12 = ____

b. 97- ____= 87   d. 45

 

Q. 6. Use Addition and Subtraction Strategy

a.56+45  b.12+87 c. 96

  

Q.7. Solve- 

 a. What is the difference between 50 and 

 b. What should be added to 5 to get 20 ?

 c. Find the Sum of 17 and 23. 

        

Simple Word Problems- 

Q.8. Kabir Spends 14 hours of a week to do his

Mathematics. How many hours are spent on other subjects?

Q.9. A farm had 25 white cows and 49 black cows and 70 chickens. What are the total number of cows 

present in the farm? 

Q.10.  Azim has collected 78 book marks. Rashi has 15 more bookmarks than Azim. How 

bookmarks does Rashi has in all? 
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2500  d. 750 

+ 819    +367 

c. 8005  d. 9785 

-356    - 7800 

ven number or Odd number when you add- 

a. An even number with an even number _________ 

an odd number________ 

An odd number with an odd number_________ 

 

90 less than the smallest 3 digit number is ________ 

c. 350 more than the largest 4 digit number is ________ 

c. 80+12 = ____ 

d. 45- 18 = _____ 

Q. 6. Use Addition and Subtraction Strategy of regrouping to solve the following- 

c. 96-41  d.112-73 

at is the difference between 50 and 30 ? 

b. What should be added to 5 to get 20 ? 

ours of a week to do his homework. Out of which, 8 hours are spent on 

How many hours are spent on other subjects? 

Q.9. A farm had 25 white cows and 49 black cows and 70 chickens. What are the total number of cows 

zim has collected 78 book marks. Rashi has 15 more bookmarks than Azim. How 

of which, 8 hours are spent on 

Q.9. A farm had 25 white cows and 49 black cows and 70 chickens. What are the total number of cows 

zim has collected 78 book marks. Rashi has 15 more bookmarks than Azim. How many 


